
Math 362: Lab 1

I thought it would be interesting to use R to simulate a “game show” problem that frequently confuses people
the first time they hear it. A game show contestant is faced with 3 doors (which we will just call 1, 2, and
3). Behind one of the doors is riches beyond the dreams of algebra. The other two doors obscure 100 lbs of
bricks, and an annoying Parrot. The contestant chooses one the three doors and will win whatever is behind
that door. To make things more interesting the inevitable game show host intrudes after the contestant has
made a choice and opens one of the two doors not chosen by the contestant to reveal either the bricks or the
Parrot. The question is: Should the contestant stay with his or her original choice or should they switch?

We will use R to simulate playing this game many times and try to determine if there is an advantage
to switching. We first need a way to make a random choice of a door. It is not completely necessary but we
will first make a random choice of a door to put the riches behind, then we will have the contestant make a
second random choice of a door. In both cases we suppose that each door is picked with probability 1

3
. To

generate a random string of 1, 2 and 3’s we will use the random number generator runif . The R command,

x = runif(500,min = .5,max = 3.5),

generates a sequence of 500 numbers picked between .5 and 3.5 with the uniform distribution. For this
distribution a number between .5 and 1.5 is as likely to occur as a number between 1.5 and 2.5 or a number
between 2.5 and 3.5. Now execute,

x = round(x).

The function round takes a number between .5 and 1.5 and rounds it off to 1. It rounds numbers between
1.5 and 2.5 to 2 and etc. Type x and press enter and you should see a sequence of 500 numbers 1, 2, or 3. I
claim that the probability of getting a 1 or a 2 or a 3 is 1

3
. One simple way to test if this is plausible is to

enter hist(x). This will graphically give the frequencies with which 1, 2, and 3 occur.

Problem 1. Print out histograms for the frequency of 1, 2, and 3 for N = 500,N = 10, 000 and N = 100, 000
where N is the number of random numbers generated. If things are working properly the histograms should

show that the number of 1’s, 2’s and 3’s are all roughly equal. Be careful not to print out x for N = 10, 000
or N = 100, 000 or you will overwhelm the screen.

Now we are ready to do the experiment. Fix a sample size (maybe 500 trials) and generate two sequences of
random 1, 2, and 3’s named x and y. You can think of x as the choice behind which lie the riches and y is
the sequence of contestant guesses. If the contestant chooses the strategy of always staying with the original

guess then the number of times that this strategy will win for him or her is precisely the number of places
at which x and y match up exactly. To see how often this takes place I need to explain that when you take
the difference x − y it gives a vector of the same length as x and y (number of entries) and the j th entry of
x − y is x[j] − y[j] (the subtraction takes place entry by entry).

Problem 2. How does hist(x − y) gives you an idea of the number of matches in x and y ?

To be more precise about this number we make use of another feature of R. Type,

comp = (x == y)

This generates a vector with the same number of entries as x and y but with each entry either TRUE or
FALSE. The jth entry is TRUE if x[j] = y[j] and FALSE otherwise. Note: you can also use < or > and etc,
instead of the exactly equal sign, ==, to get different and sometimes useful logical vectors. Now type,

sum(comp)

When TRUE and FALSE are forced to numerical values TRUE = 1 and FALSE = 0. Thus sum(comp)
counts the number of exact matches between x and y.

Problem 3 Run this simulation often enough to get a feeling for the probability that the strategy of not

switching wins. Record the results and make a guess what this probability is.
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What about the strategy of always switching? I claim that those times which you win with the strategy of
always switching are exactly those times that you lose with the strategy of never switching.

Problem 4. Explain this and use the data to estimate the probability of success with the strategy of always

switching. Make an analysis of this problem that does not rely on simulations. Would you change your mind

about the strategy of always switching if the game show host was mean spirited and in addition did not always

open a worthless door?
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